from March 1951 Movieland magazine . . . 
Note: This "Forum" featured comments on the topic by Barbara Hale, Jeanne Crain, Jane Powell, Mona Freeman, June Havoc, Adrian Booth Brian, Evelyn Keyes, Jan Sterling and Virginia Mayo plus an "expert" discussion by the prominent Hollywood psychologist Dr. Paul Popenoe. Barbara's item was first in order and the longest.

MOVIELAND'S FORUM . . .
NINE LEADING LADIES LET YOU
IN ON THE SECRET OF WHO
RULES FILMLAND'S ROOSTS

DO HOLLYWOOD WIVES
      BOSS THEIR HUSBANDS?


*BARBARA HALE (currently starring in the 20th Century-Fox film, "The Jackpot"): There are so many ways of looking at this question. To me, the matter is entirely one of how any woman regards her home and how much she wants to please her husband. If she lives her life for the happiness of her home and her husband, she is not going to be interested in doing any bossing. She certainly wouldn't want to jeopardize her happiness by going dominant. Hollywood wives are no different from any other wives in that respect.
In my case, I like to be bossed. I like to rely on Bill. I couldn't stay married to anyone who would let me boss him. I don't want to wear the pants in my family because I know they look a lot better on him. I can't help feeling that any happy wife reacts in the same Way; she wants to be ruled. 
In discussing the problem, Hollywood wives probably should be classed with career wives--but only because they earn their own living. There is, however, a difference between the two. Most career wives have regular hours. That is not so with any wife working in pictures. She may be on a picture and working hard for several months. Then she may have time off--but there will still be demands made on her by her studio. Her life is far more complicated than that of the wife who works from nine to five in an office.
One-thing is certain--Hollywood wives find it very hard to follow any. domestic routine. I know that when I'm working on a picture I can't do half the things around the house that I'd like to do, so I try to accomplish everything when I stay home. I love to be at home. And I like to do things for Bill when I'm not on a picture. I get frustrated when I can't work around the house. I want so badly to do a good job. I'm a wife and mother first of all--and I'll be a mother again pretty soon. I'm like most Hollywood wives--I like to stay at home and have time to do my housework and raise my children. Yet, we can't always do that. Some women have only their homes to think of. Hollywood wives have their homes--and their careers.
This, in itself, could bring trouble in a marriage--but not if a Hollywood wife's interest in her husband is paramount in importance. However, because of her career demands the wife must try harder than ever, to be a wife and not the aggressor. She has to work more to achieve a normal kind of life--and she has to take her marriage much more seriously because she realizes there are more obstacles to its happiness than are found in the average woman's life.
Some Hollywood wives take their careers more seriously than their marriages--and that is when they try to boss their husbands. The wives who place their careers in a secondary position are the happiest.
Yet, I'm glad I have my career--it makes my home even more important. I believe that it's important for any wife to be active outside the home. If she sticks only to the house and its demands she can't be complete within herself. And she may become unhappy as a result--because she has too much time to think and to imagine all kinds of hurts being done her. Wives who only stay home get a domineering complex. They may not know why they're unhappy or that their domestic routine is a tiring thing. But they take out their feelings on their husbands.
Hollywood wives don't usually have to worry about boredom. In many cases the wife and husband both work in pictures. They understand each other's problems more. The wife has too much interest in what she is doing or in what her husband is accomplishing to take the time to want to do any bossing. Because she is so busy she's doubly appreciative of the time she gets to spend with her husband.
This is the attitude of most successful Hollywood wives or so I've observed. But you can't make any pat generalization. There are some wives in Hollywood whose career interests supersede their home just as there are wives elsewhere whose home becomes so much their lives that they forget that their husbands also live there with them. It's, consequently, the balance that counts--the desire for a normal life--and the desire to work to make the husband happy.
It has often been said that Hollywood wives are difficult because they get so much attention in their work that they demand just as much at home. I guess that's why a lot of people think that Hollywood wives are bossy. Actually, I think that, on the whole, Hollywood wives are less apt to be self-centered than other wives; they get quite enough bowing and scraping in their work--and soon resent it. Also, they have more things to occupy their minds; it's the idle mind that leads to bossing.
Most Hollywood wives seem very content to me. Their lives are full and exciting; but when you get right down to it, they are like other women who work. They have to concentrate so hard on their careers during working hours, that they're more than glad to have a husband to lean on when they get home.



